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Abstract

In machine translation, corpus preparation is
one of the crucial tasks, particularly for low
resource pairs. In multilingual countries like
India, machine translation plays a vital role
in communication among people with vari
ous linguistic backgrounds. There are avail
able online automatic translation systems by
Google and Microsoft which include vari
ous languages which lack support for the
Khasi language, which can hence be consid
ered lowresource. This paper overviews the
development of EnKhCorp1.0, a corpus for
English–Khasi pair, and implemented base
line systems for EnglishtoKhasi and Khasi
toEnglish translation based on the neural ma
chine translation approach.

1 Introduction

The Khasi language (also spelled Khasia, Khas
see, Cossyah, or Kyi) is primarily spoken by peo
ple living in the region surrounding the Khasi and
Jaintia Hills of Meghalaya state in India. It is a
member of the MonKhmer linguistic branch of
the Austroasiatic language family. Khasi is an
associate official language1 in Meghalaya since
2005. According to the 2011 census of India, there
are around one million native speakers of Khasi2.
Khasi has significant dialectal variation, some of
them being Sohra Khasi, Mawlai Khasi, Pnar,
Nongkrem Khasi, Mylliem Khasi, Bhoi Khasi
Nonglung, War and Maram. Khasi has a subject
verbobject (SVO) sentence structure, similar to
English but unlike most of the Indian languages
Roberts (2005). Khasi contains several words bor
rowed from IndoAryan languages, mainly from

1https://www.indiacode.nic.in/bitstream/
123456789/5467/1/the_meghalaya_state_language_
act,_2005_(act_no._10_of_2005).pdf

2https://www.censusindia.gov.in/2011Census/
Language-2011/Statement-1.pdf

Bengali and Hindi. In the past, the Khasi language
had no script of its own. The Welsh missionary
Thomas Jones3, in 1841, wrote the language in the
Latin script. As a result, the Latin alphabet of the
language has a few similarities with the Welsh al
phabet. Khasi in Latin script has a 23letter alpha
bet.

1.1 Language Preservation
Every language is a unique perspective to compre
hend the world by sharing its history, philosophy,
and culture. Extinction of a language results in
loss of historical, ecological, and cultural informa
tion and opinions. It may even affect its speakers’
livelihood and existential mentality as they adopt
the dominant languages to attain socioeconomic
benefit, tackle the scarcity of modern documenta
tion and usage of the language, or mitigate the fear
of discrimination. Therefore, the need to preserve
such lowresource languages, including the Khasi
language, is of significance. Machine translation
(MT) helps in language preservation Bird and Chi
ang (2012). We have attempted to create a corpus
and introduce it in an MT environment that helps
document the Khasi language and preserve such
minority languages by encouraging language us
age and eliminating the linguistic barrier in com
munication.

1.2 LowResource Translation
In the domain of Natural Language Processing
(NLP), MT deals with translation from one nat
ural language to another. Further, Neural Ma
chine Translation (NMT) is a stateoftheart ap
proach of incorporating artificial neural networks
in MT systems. The data or resources for train
ing the translation systems may include corpora
from various online sources, native speakers, and

3http://lisindia.ciil.org/Khasi/Khasi_
script.html
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computational resources. The Natural languages
are categorized into three broad categories: high,
medium, and lowresource. A language falls un
der the lowresource category when it has lim
ited online resources Megerdoomian and Parvaz
(2008); Probst et al. (2001). This categorization
can also be made on the quantity of data required
to train an NMT model Gu et al. (2018). Accord
ing to Kocmi (2020), a language is considered a
lowresource language if the number of training in
stances present in the corpus is below one million.
Along with the corpus’s size, the diversity of both
language and structure is of importance too. Struc
turally, it must consist of all types of sentences,
including short, medium, and long sentences. Dif
ferent dialects of the same languagemight give rise
to some inconsistency in translations. Therefore,
the designation of a language as “lowresource”
is not precise and requires consideration of many
factors. Most world languages are categorized as
lowresource on account of resource availability.
In India, the limited MT works are performed on
the northeastern region’s lowresource languages,
includingMizo Lalrempuii et al. (2021), Assamese
Laskar et al. (2021b), Manipuri Singh and Singh
(2020), andKhasi Thabah and Purkayastha (2021).
We can consider the English–Khasi pair as a low
resource pair based on limited resources.
In this work, we have developed an English–

Khasi corpus: EnKhCorp1.0 and built baseline
systems based on NMT. There is no standard cor
pus available for the lowresource English–Khasi
pair to the best of our knowledge. It is the hope of
the authors that this resource fills that gap and leads
to the development of more and better resources
for the Khasi community.
The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows:
Section 2 presents the overview of corpus prepa
ration. Section 3 presents construction and evalu
ation of the baseline English–Khasi NMT system
and conclude the paper in Section 4.

2 EnKhCorp1.0

This section overviews the corpus. Section 2.1 de
scribes the contents of the corpus. Section 2.2 and
2.3 present the data extraction technique and do
main coverage.

2.1 Details of Corpus
The available resource options for English–Khasi
(EnKha) parallel and monolingual data are lim

ited. Therefore, we have explored different pos
sible sources to prepare parallel and monolingual
corpora. Table 1 presents some examples of sen
tences that were collected. The sources of data are
reported below:

2.1.1 Parallel Corpus
• Bible: The Bible4 is publicly available on
the online in multiple languages, including
Khasi. We have collected 26,086 parallel sen
tences from the Bible source using crawling
technique.

• Online Dictionary: There are online dictio
naries, namely, Glosbe5, available in the mul
tilingual form in which English–Khasi bilin
gual words and parallel examples are present.
From Glosbe, we have collected 2,225 paral
lel sentences using crawling technique.

• LearnKhasi Website: The website,
namely, Learn Khasi online6, is developed
to teach essential words and daily usage
sentences in the Khasi language. We have
manually collected 120 parallel sentences
from this website.

2.1.2 Monolingual Corpus
A standard monolingual corpus of English is avail
able online: WMT167. Therefore, we have fo
cussed on the preparation of only Khasi monolin
gual corpus. We have collected 157,968Khasi sen
tences from different web pages/blogs and added
25,836 Khasi sentences from the parallel data
(train set) to increase the size of the monolingual
corpus, totalling 183,804.

2.1.3 Corpus Analysis and Statistics
The collected raw data (both parallel and mono
lingual) are cleaned by removing unwanted sym
bols, URLs, many special characters (#####, ____,
……., $$$$), blank lines, etc. To keep the contex
tual meaning of the sentences, we did not remove
punctuation marks. If we remove the punctuation
marks, then it will alter the meaning of the sen
tence. Table 2 presents an example sentence hav
ing punctuation marks. In addition, long sentences

4https://www.bible.com/en-GB/bible/1865/
GEN.1.KHASICLBSI

5https://glosbe.com/en/kha
6https://www.languageshome.com/

English-Khasi.htm
7http://www.statmt.org/wmt16/

translation-task.html
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(more than 50 words) are split based on the punc
tuation marks (?.) at the end. It means a maximum
sentence length of 50 words, we have considered.
If the sentence length is greater than 50 words,
then split it based on punctuation marks. Table
3 presents the overall data statistics. We have re
moved duplicate sentences from both parallel and
monolingual corpora. After removing duplicates,
the total parallel data reduced to 28,036 sentences.
In order to do the experiment for the MT system,
the parallel data needs to split into train, validation,
and test set data. In Kunchukuttan et al. (2018),
the English–Hindi parallel corpus was developed,
and for the baseline system, they split the data by
considering 99.79% data for the train set and <1%
data for validation and test set. They considered
most data for the training set and very few data for
validation and test set. In our baseline system ex
periment, we have considered most data (92.15%)
for the training set, 7.13% data for the validation
and 0.71% for the test set. Table 4 presents the
statistics of train, validation, and test set data. We
have considered only 200 test data, since it is used
for the baseline system. Wewill consider more test
sentences in the future work. During the training
process of a model, the train set is used for learn
ing the parameters, and a validation set is required
to verify the performance of a model to generate
the optimum model. The unseen or test data is re
quired to check the generated model.

Type Sentences Tokens
En Kha

Train 25,836 664,385 830,393
Validation 2,000 42,725 67,474
Test 200 5,105 6,241

Table 4: Data statistics for training, validation and test
ing set

2.2 Data Extraction technique
We utilized Scrapy8, an opensource framework
for web crawling, to scrape the data from vari
ous online sources. The xpath of each element
has undergone a certain degree of generalization
coding to replicate multiple web pages. It helps
to crawl numerous web pages and extract essen
tial information. We first provide the URL of the
web page. The Khasi raw text in the HTML files
was extracted directly. The obtained Khasi mono

8https://scrapy.org/

lingual data is kept as it is. However, the parallel
data is aligned by separating them into source and
target files. The process of alignment and verifica
tion took substantial human effort. Additionally,
we collected parallel sentences manually from the
: LearnKhasi website.

2.3 Domain Coverage
The proposed corpus, EnKhCorp1.0 encompasses
different domains, including religious material
(the Bible), literature, daily usage, and common
sentences.

3 Baseline System

In the area of MT, the NMT achieves a stateof
theart approach for both high and lowresource
language pairs Bahdanau et al. (2015); Pathak et al.
(2018); Pathak and Pakray (2018); Laskar et al.
(2019); Laskar et al. (2019, 2020b, 2021a). There
fore, we have chosen NMT to build the base
line system to estimate benchmark translation ac
curacy for both EntoKha and KhatoEn trans
lation.A sequencetosequence (seq2seq) model
based encoderdecoder architecture is adopted for
this work following the NMT baseline system of
Laskar et al. (2020a); Kunchukuttan et al. (2018).

3.1 Experimental Setup
The OpenNMTpy9 toolkit is employed to build
two seq2seq models, namely RNN and BRNN.
We have used twolayer long short term memory
(LSTM), having 500 units in each layer with at
tention (Bahdanau et al., 2015). The default learn
ing rate of 0.001 with Adam optimizer and 0.3
dropouts are used. Moreover, GloVe10 Penning
ton et al. (2014) pretrained word vectors are used
by utilizing the monolingual data. For English
monolingual data, we have used 3 million sen
tences collected from WMT16.

3.2 Results
To evaluate baseline systems, we used the auto
matic evaluation metrics, namely, bilingual eval
uation understudy (BLEU) Papineni et al. (2002),
rankbased intuitive bilingual evaluation score
(RIBES) Isozaki et al. (2010), translation edit
rate (TER) Snover et al. (2006), word error rate
(WER) Morris et al. (2004), metric for evaluation
of translation with explicit ordering (METEOR)

9https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py
10https://github.com/stanfordnlp/GloVe
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Corpus English Khasi Source

Parallel

After Jesus died, God re
stored him to life as a spirit
person.

Hadien ba u Jisu u la ïap, U
Blei u la ai biang ha u ïa ka
jingim ba kynja mynsiem.

Bible

We’ll go to any length to send
our child to a good university.

Ngin leh katba lah ban phah
ia i khun jongngi sha ka iuni
versity ba bha.

Glosbe

How are you? Kumno phi long? LearnKhasi website

Monolingual  Hynrei u wei na ki ba myn
saw u la khlad noh na ka daw
ka jingmynsaw jur ha shwa
ban poi sha Civil Hospital
Shillong.

Web pages/Blogs

 Ha ka janmiet sngi nyn
gkong, ka kyhun ki pulit ka
la hiar sha katei ka thain bad
kem ïa kiba suba donkti ha
ane ka jingjia shoh paidbhur
ïa ki samla.

Web pages/Blogs

Table 1: Example sentences from various sources

English Khasi
Jesus Christ himself said: “Do not marvel at this,
because the hour is coming in which all those in
the memorial tombs will hear his voice and come
out.”

U Jisu Krist da lade hi u la ong: “Wat sngew kyn
dit ia kane, namar ka por ka la jia, ha kaba kito
kiba don ha ki jing tep kin ioh sngew ia ka jing
pyrta jong u bad kin ia mih noh.”

Table 2: Example sentence having punctuation marks

Corpus Source Sentences Tokens
En Kha

Parallel Bible 26,086 684,090 866,326
Glosbe 2,225 28,172 37,184

LearnKhasi 120 396 472
Total Number of Sentences 28,431 712,658 903,982

Monolingual Web Pages/Blogs/Bible/Glosbe 183,804  20,575,074

Table 3: Overall data statistics
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Lavie and Denkowski (2009) and Fmeasure. For
BLEU score evaluation, we have considered av
erage scores up to trigram Laskar et al. (2020a).
Table 5, 6 and 7 present the results of baseline sys
tems.

Translation BLEU TER (%)
RNN BRNN RNN BRNN

EntoKha 14.87 14.88 83.90 83.42
KhatoEn 11.28 12.77 86.78 86.43

Table 5: BLEU and TER scores of baseline systems
(higher the value of BLEU indicates better accuracy and
lower the value of TER denotes better accuracy)

3.3 Analysis
From Table 5, 6 and 7, it is noticed that En
toKha translation accuracy is higher than Kha
toEn. It is because parallel data contains more
Kha tokens than En, and thus, the model en
codes a larger amount of token information and
the decoder can produce a better translation in
the case of EntoKha. Also, it is observed
that the BRNN model outperforms the RNN
model in both directions of translation. The
BRNN model achieves BLEU, RIBES, METEOR
and Fmeasure scores:(14.88, 12.77), (0.499622,
0.457185), (0.183745, 0.170957) and (0.433188,
0.392752) for EntoKha and KhatoEn transla
tion respectively. Also, the BRNN model attains
better TER and WER scores: (83.42%, 86.43%),
(83.59%, 90.30%) for both directions of transla
tion. In the case of TER and WER, lower values
indicate higher accuracy.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents EnKhCorp1.0, where we have
developed a parallel corpus of English–Khasi par
allel and Khasi monolingual data. It can be used
in various NLP tasks, including MT. The dataset
will be publicly available here: https://github.
com/cnlp-nits/EnKhCorp1.0 along with necessary
licence agreement. By utilizing this corpus, we
have built NMT baseline systems for translation to
and fromKhasi. Wewill increase the corpus size in
the future and perform more experiments with ad
vanced deep learning techniques to improve trans
lation accuracy.
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Translation RIBES WER (%)
RNN BRNN RNN BRNN

EntoKha 0.426957 0.499622 83.96 83.59
KhatoEn 0.414650 0.457185 90.34 90.30

Table 6: RIBES and WER scores of baseline systems (higher the value of RIBES indicates better accuracy and
lower the value of WER denotes better accuracy)

Translation METEOR Fmeasure
RNN BRNN RNN BRNN

EntoKha 0.183013 0.183745 0.432489 0.433188
KhatoEn 0.154466 0.170957 0.366319 0.392752

Table 7: METEOR and Fmeasure scores of baseline systems (higher the value of METEOR and Fmeasure
indicate better accuracy
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